
PEMENANG SEA WRITE AWARD 2012 ELECTORAL VOTES

The S.E.A. Write Award, or Southeast Asian Writers Award, is an award that is presented and was replaced at the last
moment by S.P. Somtow. The ceremony was postponed until February because of the Thailand floods.

A person who can positively influence the masses, motivate them to become better persons and civilians.
Mayor Mabilog was born in  In she proposed legislation to make any form of discrimination unlawful in
Houston. The Prize has been awarded since  In the past, she had served as deputy mayor, to which she was
first elected at age  Mayor Nicolini believes Lampedusa should be the door to Europe not the exit. Edwin
Thumboo was the keynote speaker. As mayor, he has prioritised efforts to drive economic development by
attracting international investment and to make the city cleaner and more connected. Mayor Nicolini was born
in and has worked in farming, crafts and environmental protection during her adult life. He was re-elected in
for a second successive term when he secured 55 per cent of votes. He has set a timetable for phased
reductions in local taxes. He has lived in Jena since when he became a pastor in the city. Mr Termont was
even before he became mayor of the city of Ghent every day busy with taking measures how to make Ghent a
better city to live in and always in the interest of the inhabitants. Votes must be accompanied by a thoughtful
supporting statement. He owned companies engaged in furniture manufacturing and in textiles. She worked in
the oil and gas sector for 20 years. In decades in political and civic life Mayor Nicolini has achieved some
environmental successes against powerful opposition. The Mayor was born in  Typical tribute: Risma is the
best figure in the Indonesian leader I've ever seen, Leading with the heart and dedication. I highly recommend
Mayor Nenshi for world mayor. During this time she led the implementation of the first electronic
procurement system in the country. He stood as an Independent candidate, though with the backing of the
Socialist Party. These are only some of the accomplishments of our mayor has been gaining for the good of his
citizens for 10 years. During his first term, violent crime was reduced by an annual average of 10 per cent.
Despite threats by members and supporters of the far right Golden Dawn, Yiannis Boutaris has promoted
ethnic and religious inclusivity by, for instance, reaching out to Jewish people and across borders to
communities in neighbouring countries. For most of this career she was a software analyst at the privately
owned Mosbacher Energy. Criteria The organisers of the World Mayor Project are looking for city leaders
who excel in qualities like: leadership and vision, management abilities and integrity, social and economic
awareness, ability to provide security and to protect the environment as well as the will and ability to foster
good relations between communities from different cultural, racial and social backgrounds. The mayor has
also led a multi-faceted anti-smoking initiative, which includes education and stricter enforcement of
anti-smoking rules. The peaceful revolution in left a decisive impact on his life as it did equally on me. After
the maritime disaster in October , which finally triggered international attention, hundreds of recovered bodies
were taken to Lampedusa. The award is sometimes given for a specific work by an author, or it could be
awarded for lifetime achievement. In some of her campaigning, Mayor Nicolini has had to take on mafia
interests. Before becoming a full-time politician in , Daniel Termont worked for several social enterprises and
charities. These have made Houston more walkable and increased the number and quality of parks and other
green spaces. Her priorities for the islands are faster ferry services to Sicily, the building of desalination plants
to provide safe drinking water and more sustainable developments which respect the environment which, she
says, would attract quality tourism. Mayor Rismaharini was born in in East Java. His victory was seen as a
breakthrough in the use of social media in mainstream electoral contests. Born in he has degrees in oenology
from the Athens Wine Institute and in chemistry from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. Typical tribute:
In my opinion Giusy Nicolini should win the World Mayor Prize, because her efforts to help saving the lives
of thousands of the poorest immigrants from hunger and drowning in the Mediterranean Sea and offering them
efficient assistance. He worked for the regional government in Miranda State in the s. The mayor has travelled
extensively since taking office and says she wants to learn and apply ideas in Surabaya. Despite only leading a
small community of two islands, Mayor Nicolini has become internationally known because of the large
number of migrants arriving from North Africa and the Middle East. The types of works that are honored vary,
and have included poetry, short stories, novels, plays, folklore, and scholarly and religious works. He was
deputy mayor from and has been a member of the city council since 


